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WE ENSURE YOUR WORK

AND PROTECT

YOUR INVESTMENT

Your trusted partner
for comprehensive support

milesCARE
Your lab depends on a reliable, uninterrupted
workflow to remain productive and profitable.
To do that, you need a real partner at your side.
milesCARE is the Milestone program to ensure our
premium support to our customers. It relies on a
dedicated team of service and support engineers,
application chemists, and operations personnel,
as well as a constantly updated stock of spare
parts, consumables, accessories, and hardware

components. The entire milesCARE program
is designed to reduce, and possibly eliminate,
downtime and emergency calls. With a costeffective maintenance, the systems are always
performing at their best and you ensure a longer
lifetime. With milesCARE, your daily needs will find
an answer through a suite of tools and valuable
documentation that includes augmented reality and
our unique Milestone Connect platform.
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MILESCARE

GET MUCH MORE
THAN AN INSTRUMENT

INSTALLATION AND TRAINING
When you invest into a new technology for your
lab, its integration into the lab workflow has to
be fast and straightforward. Our technicians
and specialists tailor the installation and training
to your needs and applications, thus enabling
a fast and straightforward implementation into
the lab workflow. Our team will provide you tips
and will guide you through the best practices, so
that your investment becomes a real asset from
the first run. With the milesCARE team, you can
count on decades of experience at your service,
so that every question gets answered.

Along with other services, milesCARE program
offers multiple validation packages to match
your specific needs such as IQ (Installation
Qualification), OQ (Operational Qualification), PQ
(Performance Qualification) and re-qualification.
Our factory trained engineer will ensure that
your instrument matches your quality standards
through extensive validation protocols.

SERVICE CONTRACT & REPAIR
Our proactive maintenance program provides
greater efficiency to your lab and significantly
extends the life of your Milestone instruments.
milesCARE technicians look for isolated and
operational issues, so that your instrument is
always performing according to the factory
specifications. Our suite of Service Contract
includes preventive maintenance visits, as well as
service repair. Preventive Maintenance ensures
both to have a reliable system always working at
its best, as well as to avoid unexpected costs.
Investing into a Service Contract will give you
the priority access to technical and applications
support.

ACCESSORIES & CONSUMABLE
The milesCARE program keeps you updated on
the latest accessories released for your Milestone
system that are relevant for your application and
your laboratory, such as new rotors, racks, and
other components that will further enhance the
capabilities of your system. A comprehensive
list of consumables, also available through our
website, allows you to easily identify the details
of the consumables to be replaced, and request
a quote, so that your workflow is not affected.

REMOTE SUPPORT

TRUSTED PROFESSIONALS

TO SUPPORT
YOUR NEEDS

To minimize your downtime and offer short
response time, milesCARE incorporates several
current tools to remotely support you and
provide prompt first aid. Using a remote video call
system, our application specialist and engineer
will be able to take you in our laboratories and
guide you to the best practices. An augmented
reality APP lets us to be at your side, in your lab,
for quick troubleshooting, so that we will provide
you an efficient repair at a lower cost. Simply
by requesting our help, you will be engaged by
our milesCARE team. Through the platform, our
engineers and specialists will be able to visualize
and identify the issue, while interacting with
you using augmented reality, thus setting the
best direction toward the solution.

APPLICATION SUPPORT
milesCARE encompasses a premium application
support with a team of application specialists
and relevant documentation to provide fast and
trustable answers. The milesCARE program
offers free method development on specific
applications as well as support with other
challenges that you face during your work
and for the entire lifetime of the system. The
application support will also allow to quickly
address new needs that your laboratories might
face throughout the years.

MILESTONE CONNECT
Milestone Connect provides instant answers
to your questions through a wide selection of
application referrals (scientific papers, methods,
recovery studies), maintenance tips, training and
troubleshooting videos, and list of spare parts.
Accessing Milestone Connect is simple, as you
can use any PC, smartphone, or tablet with your
login credentials delivered with your Milestone
system. Milestone Connect allows you to have a
Specialist right at your side 24/7.

30 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

MILESTONE
YOUR REALIABLE PARTNER
Today, the choice of the right instrument for your lab
includes the selection of the right partner. Milestone
has always been a user-centric company since its
foundation in 1988. Our priority is to offer our users a
superior overall experience, from our professionalism
and expertise to our products and technology. Our
corporate and local teams are highly trained in
applications and service in order to guarantee fast and
reliable support. We will assist you throughout the whole
process, suggesting the right solution for your needs,
developing dedicated applications and ensuring we
meet your expectations. Our premium service support,
along with the reliability of our products, minimizes
laboratory's downtime and maximizes your efficiency.
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